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I.

INTRODUCTION

m aster

I've been asked to describe the technique of capture
reaction studies of giant resonance properties. Most of my
discussion will be based on examples, since the clearest
way to illustrate technique is by example, and I have tried
to choose recent measurements of general interest. In addi
tion, since one's understanding of the physics of giant reso
nance properties is best achieved by comparing results of
quite different types of experiments, I have included such
comparisons where appropriate. Since this paper is not
meant to be a review, I've not attempted to adequately repre
sent all of the recent work of Interest in this field; indeed,
this would be impossible in such a short space. Most of the
recent work of interest has been in proton capture, in part
because of the great utility (and availability) of polarized
beams, and most of my discussion will be about this reaction.
I'll also briefly discuss alpha capture, which has been a
useful tool for exploring isoscalar (IS) E2 strength, and
neutron capture, which is coming of age with the high quality
work being done now at TUNL.
First, I ’
d like to mention some advantages of capture
reactions:
a)
Detailed information with good energy resolution can be
obtained on the contributions of different multipolari
ties to a specific reaction channel. The a, $ and n
entrance channels allow the least ambiguous separation
of different multipoles for reactions with simple spin
sequences. Radiative capture has also been observed
with d, 3He, 7Li and 12C projectiles. The sensitivity
of capture to El, Ml, E2 and E3 multipoles has been
demonstrated: this relatively restricted sensitivity
to low order multipoles is a simplifying advantage.
b)
Because different multiples interfere in the differen-
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tial cross section, one has an enhanced sensitivity Vo
relatively weak multipoles. Thus information about
• the phases and the magnitudes of reaction amplitudes
is obtained.
c) Specific information may be obtained on the isospin
character (isoscalar vs. isovector) of theradiation
and on isospin purity.
II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS FOR NUCLEON CAPTURE
The cr,o$s section o(E,0) and analyzing power A(E,0)
for the capture of polarized particles may be defined in
the usual manner as
o(E,6 ) = [o*(E,6 ) + o +(E,6)3/2

(1)

and
o(E,0)A(E,6) = [ot(E,e) - O4(E»0)]/2P
(2)
where erf and o4 are the cross sections for an incident beam
of energy E and vector polarization of rjiasnit^de P oriented
along (+ ) or againt (+) the normal n = Kin x K0irt to the
reaction plane.
The dependence on Y-ray emission angle 0 may be expanded
as
2Lmax
a(E, 0) = I A..(E)Q„P..(cos0)
(3)
K=0
and
2Lmax
i
a(E,e)A (E,6) =

I

Bv ( E ) Q P „ ( c o s & )

(*U

K=1
K K
Here e>total = 4irA0 ,
is the maximum multipole
which contributes (L^a* = 2 for dipole + quadrupole) and
the Qx are the usual angular attenuation factors. It is
often convenient to define fractional Legendre coefficients
aK = A«/Ao ’ =
r’
or t^ie capture of polarized spin1/2 particles on unpolarized targets, with only the y-ray
intensity (at a given energy and angle) observed in the out
going channel, the above equations completely specify the
(parity-allowed)capture process.
The usual angular momentum coupling rules tell us that
interference between opposite (same) parity radiations con
tributes to the odd (even) coefficients so that El-Ml inter
ference contributes to Aj and Bj, E1-E2 to Ai> Bj, A 3 , B^,
etc. The exact relations may be written down as
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(5)
and.

(6 )

where Tt , T-^r are the reaction amplitudes for different
channels t and t', the
are angular momentum coupling
factors and
f^(tt’) = [j'(j’
+l) + i.(fc+l) - j(j+l)
(7)
{,*(£' +l)]/2k(k+l)
where I, j, I', j' are the interfering orbital and total
angular momenta for the incident nucleon.
For the simplest spin sequences (Jtarget s 1/2,
^residual = 0 or vice versa), only 2 complex reaction
amplitudes contribute for each multipole. For cases of
this sort involving lp 1/2 -shell targets, the amplitudes are

If only electric multipoles contribute at a given energy,
the problem is overdetermined (e.g., 9 independent A^,
versus 7 amplitude parameters for El +■E2) whereas if magnetic
multipoles contribute, the problem is underdetermined (El +
E2 + Ml requires 11 amplitude parameters) and this latter
situation represents a limitation to the technique, However,
as we show below, one may use ($,y) to uniquely determine El
amplitudes, identify the multipolarity El, E2 or HI of reso
nances, and provide interesting limits on E2 cross sections
for broadly distributed strength in the continuum.
III. El PROPERTIES IN ($,y)
At most bombarding energies LI is the dominant multipole
in (p,y) and measurements with polarized beam place important
restrictions on the El amplitudes and phases which contribute
to the capture process. The pioneering work of this sort,
including (£,7 ! measurements of E2 strength, was carried out
at Stanford University.^’2 For the simple spin sequences
described above, where only 2 complex El amplitudes may con-
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tribute, (p,y) angular distribution measurements restrict
the amplitudes to 2 possible solutions. This 2-fold ambig
uity is inherent, resulting from the quadratic nature of
the equations relating the amplitudes to the data, A typical
example in light nuclei is the 12 C(p,yq)^N reaction ,3 ’4
il]ustrated in Fig. 1. The GDR region extends .from Ep ^ 8-30
MeV with (p,Yq) angular distribution results available3 for
Ep = 10-17 MeV. Only incoming s- and d-wave amplitudes
(with j = 1 '7 and 3/2, respectively) may contribute to El
capture, and Fig. 1 shows that one of the 2 solutions is
predominantly u-wave (d>) and the other predominantly s-wave
(s>). Similar d> and s> solutions are obtained for' other
capture reactions such as lt*C(p,Yo)5 an<3 15 N(p,yo )2 ’6 ’7 (see
Fir,. 2), indicating that one is observing a general feature
30r
_ i.o
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Figure 1. Upper part:
°total for ™C(f»,Yo') (refs.
3,4). Lower part: The d-s
phase differenceand the
relative d-wave intensity
for Ep = 10-17 MeV (ref. 3
plus ref. 5 for 1 4 < E p < 15
MeV). The points and
crosses correspond to the
d> and s> solutions, re
spectively. The solid
lines are DSD calculations
described in ref. 3.

12

H

16

E, (M
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Figure 2. The relative dwave intensity and the
d-s phase difference for
J1*C(p,Yo) (ref* 5) and
15N(p,Yo) (ref. 6,7).
The solid curves are DSD
model predictions (see
ref. 7).
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of the GDR build on lpi/2 -shell nuclei. The d> solution is
expected on theoretical grounds— virtually all models of
radiative capture through the GDR such as the doorway-state®
or the direct-semidirect (DSD)7 models predict that d-waves
should dominate, with results in reasonable agreement with
the experimental data if the d> solution is the correct
(physical) one.
The expectation that d-waves should dominate stems from
basic shell model considerations. As discussed by Wilkinson
many years ago,^ the GDR should be dominated by nucleon ex
citations of the form nit ->■n' 2.' where nil is an occupied shell
model orbital and n ' V an unoccupied orbital, with n' = »
and V - I + 1. Consequently, when the target nucleus is
related to the final nucleus by removal of a nucleon from
orbital n, radiative capture amplitudes with I' - £ + 1
should dominate in the GDR region. In the lp-shell this
means d-wave nucleon emission from the GDR should dominate.
Thus this basic shell model property of the GDR could
be tested if one could determine uniquely the El amplitudes
in radiative capture; i.e., determine if the d> solution is
the physically correct one. At Seattle we did this recently10
in the 12C(j?,ro) reaction by studying the interference be
tween the lowest T = 3/2 Ml(£2) resonance at Ep = 14.23 MeV
and the El background. The basic idea is to use interference
with a known resonance to determine unknown properties of the
background.
The dominant Ml-El interference effects should appear
in the Aj and Bi coefficients; hence we measured excitation
curves at 90° with a polarized beam and 55° and 125° with
an unpolarized beam. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for
Ca(55°) + (7(125°) 1/2 = A0 - 0.39 Ai* “crtotal/4ir
oA(S0°) = Bx - 1.53 B 3
Co(35°) - o(125°)3/2 = 0.57 A: - 0.39 A 3
The experimental data for the latter 2 quantities clearly
show pronounced interference effects.
In our calculations we used the T = 3/2 resonance para
meters of ref. 11 and background El and E2 amplitudes deter
mined from off-resonance angular distributions. The shapes
of cr(90o ) (not shown) and o(55°) +■o(125°) were used to
determine the asymmetric energy resolution and the resonance
energy. aA(90°) was then fitted with the phase of the Ml
resonance relative to the El background as the only free
parameter. The 2 bands (Fig. 3) indicate the range of d>
and s> solutions obtained from off-resonance angular distri
butions at Ep = 14.00, 14.17, 14.39 and 14.49 MeV. The
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Figure 3. Excitation
curves taken near the
lowest T = 3/2 reso
nance in i2 C(p,Yo)13N
(ref. 10). The solid
curve in the top part
is a calculated fit.
The bands in the lower
2 parts represent the
spread of calculated
curves for the d> and
s> solutions consistent
with off-resonance
angular distributions.
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corresponding bands for the 55-125° cross section difference
were calculated with no free parameters. These bands are
insensitive to the E2 parameters, which serve only to deter
mine the off-resonance values for cA(90°) and o(55°) 0(125°). The results clearly select the d> solution as the
physically correct one.
As well as the gross structure, the fine structure of
El amplitudes has an important bearing on the character of
the GDR— see, for example, the discussion of ref. 12 regard
ing secondary doorway states in the
GDR.
IV.

E2 STRENGTH IN (p,Yo)

Here one should distinguish roughly 3 different energy
regimes in light nuclei: (1) The low energy (Ep £ 10 MeV)
region of semi-isolated resonances where, in many cases, the
multipolarities of individual resonances may be determined
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uniquely. This is generally the region below the main giant
electric resonances, where one may explore low-energy frag
ments. (2) The GDR region (Ep ^ 10-20 MeV). Here resonances
are broad and one tries at a given energy to decompose the
continuum into its multipole constituents. (3) Above the
GDR (Ep £ 20 MeV) where no polarized beam data are available,
and higher multipoles like E3 may be important.
By far the most extensive (p,Yo) data exist for the GDR
region for A ^ 20. The results for E2 cross sections fall
into 2 categories: a) cases where one does not see strong
deviations from direct E2 capture predictions, including
12C(p,Yo) (ed “ 10~-7 MeV ),3 C 13 (£,yi) (3-16 MeV ),13 and
1'*C(^,yq) (10-18 MeV)5; and b) other cases where a signifi
cant E2 contribution in excess of direct capture may be
present, such as 14N(^,yo) (see below) and perhaps 11B(^,yo)
(ref. 14).
This is illustrated in the case of 12C($,yo)*3N in
Figs. 4 anc' 5. Figure 5 shows the E2 cross sections deduced
from the measured aj., bi coefficients displayed in Fig. 4 .
The E2 cross sections are extracted by solving equations (5)
and (6 ) for the T-matrix amplitudes and phases assuming only
El and E2 radiation and then calculating 0£2 = p 2 + f2.

Figure 4 . 12C(£,yo)
angular distribution
coefficients (ref. 3),
The solid curve is a
DSD model calculation
with direct E2 and
the dashed curve in
cludes collective E2.
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Figure
E2 cross sections
for 12 C(p ,yq )1
(ref. 3).
The solid points are deter
mined frorr. fitting all the
a]
, including secondary cr„
minima which satisfy a 1 %
confidence level. The open
circles are determined from
fits excluding aj and bj.
The curves are described in
Fig. u caption.

Fitting all coefficients (solid points) gives at some ener
gies two x 2 minima for
Thehigher 0^2 values correspond
to large s/d El amplitude ratios that would
be inconsistent
wit 1.' the smooth El behavior argued above. Small E2 solu
tions exist everywhere, roughly consistent with calculated
direct E2 capture. Furthermore El-direct E2 interference
calculations using the DSD model correctly predict the gen
eral features of the
and bi (Tig. 4). The open points in
Fig. 5 result from an E2 analysis in which the
and b^ are
excluded, the idea being to try to minimize first order
effects from possible Ml contributions. This results in much
bigger values and errors for 0 £ 2 , at several energies in
apparent disagreement with the lowest solid
points. This
analysis depends strongly on the tiny ai+ and b 4 coefficients,
which are not well-determined experimentally. Hence these
differences cannot be used as reliable indications of Ml rad
iation. Other studies show a similar pattern of results5-7 *13
indicating that the lowest solid points (lowest x2 minima for
fitting all a^ b|) represent estimated lower limits for 052
which are in fact our best estimates of the values of 0^2 if
Ml can be neglected. Similar results are found for the E2
cross sections deduced in the 13C(^,yi )1<+N (ref. 13) and
JliC(p ,Yo)1 5N (ref. 5) reactions (Fig. 6 ).
The E2 cross sections deduced from 55 N(p,Yo)16°mea
surements at Seattle are shown in Fig. 7 for Ep = l.M to
18.0 MeV (Ex = 13.4 to 29 MeV). The data include a reanaly
sis of the work of Bussoletti et al.
plus new results15
mainly at the lower energies. Aside from some small reso-
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e,c4f(i(M«vi
J&__ n__ iX
Figure 6 . E2 cross sections
for 13C(^,y l)14N (ref. 13)
and lLfC(^,Yo )1 5N (ref. 5),
The solid lines are cal
culated direct E2 capture.
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nances below Ex = 20 MeV, the only region of possibly sig
nificant structure is for Ex s 23-27 MeV, where the present
data indicate a strength of roughly 5-10% of the isoscalar
E2 energy weighted sum rule (EWSR) 16 in excess of a smooth
"background" estimated from the lower points in this region,
in qualitative agreement with Stanford work .2 ’18 For Ev
17.9-27.3 MeV where (a.a'pQ) coincidence decay studies

Figure 7. E2 cross
«■
sections for the
l5N(p,Yo)J60 reac
I 4tions (refs. 6 ,
8* 2 ,•
15).
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Figure 8 . A comparison
of 1&0 (Y,no) and
1&0 (y,Po) reactions
(from ref. 19).
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Excitation Erxrfy (M»V)

show 9% of the EWSR we find in (p,Yo) 12-22% of the EWSR
(calculated direct E2 capture accounts for ^ 8 % of the EWSR).
Thus the integrated E2 strength seen in this region in
(a,a'p0) and (p,Yo) may be compatible when one accounts for
direct capture, without the need to invoke the presence of
significant isovector (IV) E2 strength. For Ex = 13.M to
29 MeV (p,Yo) shows 20-30% of the EWSR, with direct capture
accounting for ^11% of the EWSR.
The region above the GDR in 160 has received special
attention recently with new 160(Y»no)150 results from Liver
more .19 Figure 8 shows a comparison of 160(Y,n{j) data 1 9 ’20
with i€,0 (Y>Po^?^results derived from unpolarized radiative
capture data .2 1 »22
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The odd aj and a 3 coefficients should be dominated by
1-E2 interference. A comparison of the values of ai and
*3 for po and ng channels yields information on the isospin
of the E2 (since the El is essentially pure IV). Pure IS
or pure IV £2 would lead to comparable magnitudes for 33
(and ai) in pg compared with no, with the same signs for IV
E2 and opposite signs for IS E2. The results clearly favor
IV dominance, although some IS strength must also be present
since the ai's don't agree in magnitude. This may be partly
due to direct E2 capture (which is an equal mixture of IS
and IV).
The authors of ref. 19 have estimated a minimum E2
cross section oE2 > 0.875 a^ 0total (lower curve of Fig. 0)
based only on the assumption that multipoles of higher order
than E2 may be neglected. The corresponding lower-lim.it in
tegrated U2 strength is 23% of the EWSR .10 The large value
for this lower limit results from the large measured a 4 1s
(in contrast, (p,Yo) shows small negative a^'s between 0.0
and -0.1 for Ex = 27-37 MeV). The .importance of this re
sult, along with the difficulty of the experiment, make an
independent measurement highly desirable. The a^ and a 3
coefficient alone in p<j and no, as well as the a^ observed
in the pg channel are consistent with substantially smaller
E2 cross sections.

Figure 9. E2 cross
section for
160(y,no). The
solid lines repre
sent upper and
•lower limits, and
the data points
represent esti
mated values (from
ref. 19).
V.

E xcitation Energy (M a V )

Ml STRENGTH IN (p,y0)

Of particular interest Is the recent discovery at
Seattle7 ’23 that Ml excitations can be uniquely identified
in radiative capture. This has been done in the region of
semi-isolated resonances below the GDR in the 1 sN(f$, Yg)^ 0
reaction, as illustrated in Fig, 10. Here the x2 for fitting
angular distributions assuming only El and E2 radiation is
plotted versus energy, along with other observables. Strong
deviations from acceptable values (x‘£ 2 ) indicate areas
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Figure 10. Excitation curves
for 15N(^,yo)16 0: o(90°),
A(90°) and the a) ,
and
h 2 coefficients (3rd and
uth order coefficients not
shown) and the reduced
X2 for angular distribution
fits assuming only El and
l',2 radiation. The curves
are to guide the eye. Ver
tical solid and dashed line
lines indicate Ml and El
resonances, respectively
(ref. 23).
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of concentrated Ml strength. Analysis of the a£ and bj[ near
these energies shows that the prominent resonances at 16.22
and 17.14 MeV are Ml, with a third Ml resonance near 18.8
MeV which in the cross section is unresolved from a neigh
boring;, El resonance.
These Ml resonances in
correspond to a total ground*
state Ml strength B(K1)4- £ 0.24 jj§. This is quite sizable
compared to a non-closed shell A = 4n nucleus such as
i2 C(B(MlH = 0.93
when one recalls that such strength
is "forbidden" since the doubly-inagic closed shell cannot
contribute to Ml excitations. The observed Ml decays stem
from the ground-state correlations (primarily 2 particle-2
hole) and are in reasonable accord with recent shell model
calculations .24 Very recently, electron scattering has been
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>jsed to search for similar transitions in lt0Ca, with a defi
nitive Ml assignment for a strong (S(M1)+ = 0,37 pjj) transi
tion at 10.32 MeV .25 It is interesting to note that this
one state in ^°Ca carries more Ml strength than the total
of all the known Ml strength in 160. These results are
summarized in Fig. 11.
Ml DECAYS IN LIGHT DOUBLY-MAGIC NUCLEI
2QM«V
Figure 11. Summary of
known ground state Ml
l\T .|
decays in the doublymagic 160 and 4°Ca
iQMty
■
l*,T«l
nuclei.
0< M I)uO .2W
<0.37;*/

*‘"LZ

■
0+
*°C a

The icility of <p,Y) for discovering Ml
has- so far been demonstrated only in the one
above. In the future it will be interesting
technique to other nuclei, and to see if Ml
be identified in reactions"-which_do not have
spin sequences.
VI,

•0+

transitions
case discussed
to extend this
resonances can
the simplest

ALPHA CAPTURE

The experimental technique of radiative ct-capture is
particularly straightforward. For capture on a spin-zero
target leading to a spin-zero residual state (of the same
parity) only electric multipoles may contribute (in practice
E3 and higher multipoles may usually be neglected), and from
the angular distribution one can uniquely separate El and E2.
<,(E-e) = -k aEi(E) sin2,J + m

aE2<E) si" 228

+ 7r_C5at1,(E) a_0 (E)]'^ sin0 sin26 cos<f>(E)
8 Tt

h/XE2.

where <j>(E) is the E1-E2 relative phase. The above equation
is appropriate for a point geometry— finite geometry effects
are usually accounted for by expressing the above in terms
of Legendre polynomials Pj<(cos8 ) and replacing P^ by Q}<P}<.
The systematlcs of a capture are reasonably wellestablished (see ref. 26 for many of the relevant experi
mental references). El capture is generally dominated by
compound processes— that this should be true for isospin
allowed (Tz(target) / 0) as well as for isospin forbiddftn
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cases follows from the smallness of the kinematic El effec
tive charge; i.e., the a-nucleus interaction is essentially
pure isoscalar and hence cannot excite the isovector door
way GDR. Since El capture is compound, the interference
term above averages to zero in cases where the compound levels
are sufficiently dense. The ag channel, except in special
cases in light nuclei, is not a strong decay mode of the IS
CQP,27 and a£2 (a >Y) does not generally show the GQR gross
structure envelope (in contrast to El radiation in the (p,y)
reaction which does show the GDR gross structure envelope).
This is, apparently, because C£2 (ck,y) is dominated by com
pound decay. The dominance of compound decay explains the
peaking of
below the main GQR in light nuclei (for
A 'v. 58, 0 E2 (a >Y)
the GQR strength function27 have simi
lar shapes due to the accidental proximity of the GQR to the
a-nucleus Coulomb barrier). However, statistical decay cal
culations using the GQR strength function deduced from (a,a')
experiments generally fall short of reproducing the observed
(a,Y) cross sections, indicating some pre-equilibrium contri
bution in this reaction. This makes it difficult to determine
the GQR strength function from oE 2 (a,Y) data. On the other
hand, such data has proven very useful in mapping the frag
mentation of E2 strength below the GQR in light nuclei.
The gross properties of the IS GQR are now well-established,
primarily from a-scattering experiments (see ref. 27). It
is ironical, perhaps, that in such experiments the electro
magnetic (EM) interaction does not play an important role,
but rather it is from the strong (nuclear) interaction that
one infers how the nucleus would respond to E2 photons at
giant resonance energies. However, E2 strength inferred
from decay coincidence A(a,a'cco)B experiments may be directly
compared with E2 strength observed in B(cx,y q )A reactions.
)60 is currently the 'best case for such a comparison.
Here, low-lying (Ex < 12 MeV) electromagnetic strength
agrees fairly well with (a,a') strength28 but in the "GQR"
region (Ex = 17.9-27.3 MeV) the (a,ct'oq) t^2 strength17 is more
than a factor of 2 greater than (cx,yo).E2 strength29 (13%
of the EWS.R compared to 5%, respectively). For Ex = 19.2
to 27.3 MeV (this excludes the resonance just above 18 MeV),
(a,cc'ao) shows 10% of the EWSR, and (a,Yo) only
the
EWSR, Isospin mixing has been cited as a plausible expla
nation for these differences, but the magnitude required
is substantial. For mixing of IS and IV (isovector) exci
tations of comparable intrinsic strength, one must have a
relative T = 1 to T = 0 amplitude impurity27 in the IS GQR
of $i/£o 'v 0.3-0.5 (where (1 + Bj/go)-2 = 2-4) to explain
a factor of 2-4 in the (a,a'cio)/(a>Yo) strength ratio.
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Since a strong T-mixing matrix element is ^ 0.15 MeV ,30 this
requires energy denominators of order 0.5-0.3 MeV for 2-state
mixing, which is unreasonably small if one takes resonance
widths as well as energies into account. If many levels are
involved, then, one would expect substantial variation in
T-mixing over energy intervals of this magnitude. However,
the close similarity of the structure in these reactions
over the much wider GQR range (18-27' MeV) (see Fig. 3 of
ref. 17) makes it unlikely that this is happening. I feel
that these strength differences are yet to be explained
satisfactorily,
VII. NEUTRON CAPTURE
The TUNL group31 is rapidly pushing back the cechnological frontier in the area of neutron capture. The latest
qualitative advance in technique is described in ref. 31
where results of impressive quality are presented for the
40 Ca(if,Yo) reaction at En = 10 MeV, in the region of the IS
GQR (see Fig. 12). These results show definite evidence for

Figure 12. Thu I+0Ca(S,Yo)ltlCa
reaction at
= 10,0 MeV
(from ref. 31).

non-zero E2 (Ml) radiation, with bi = 0.13 a 0.02; however,
it will take additional energy points to reveal whether
these effects some from the GQR. It is interesting in this
context to note that in (p,Y) into 160, for example, the b^
coefficients are much larger below the main IS GQR region,
where relatively narrow E2 and Ml resonances occur.
VIII.GIANT RESONANCES BUILT ON HIGHLY EXCITED STATES
One of the very interesting areas of research currently
^..-cessible only through the technique of radiative capture
is the study of giant resonances built on excited nuclear
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states. Recent work by Blatt and co-workers32 has revealed
strong radiative proton capture transitions from the con
tinuum to highly excited residual states at bombarding ener
gies of 40-100 MeV in several light nuclei. These highly
excited residual states are themselves unbound* so that the
"capture" process is really a "nuclear bremsstrahlung"
(p,yx) reaction where x represents the (unobserved) particles,
emitted following the y-ray. Identification of this process
was made from the experimental observation of the proper
kinernatical relation between E^ and Ep.
Figure 13, taken from the discussion of Arnold,33 dis
plays spectra from the liB(p,y)
12 C(p,y) reactions32
at Ep = 40 MeV. The liB(p,y) reaction at this energy strongly
populates a group of states near 19 MeV excitation energy.
The spectrum shape is in qualitative accord with the solid
vertical lines which represent the shell-model Ifto particlehole spectrum for 16 ^ Ex
25 MeV, consisting mainly of
[(lP3 / 2 1(2s ,ld)1](iP = 0" ... 4 “) configurations, with
the high spin states expected to dominate.
"C(p,r )

£ 200

Figure 13. Solid curves:
Spectra from J1B(p,y) and
p = 40 MeV
(ref. 32). The solid
vertical lines represent
the shell model 1 ftui
par', le-hole spectrum
for Lx
16-25 MeV in
12C (fxom ref. 3?).
E , in '*C ( MeV )

The 12C(p,y) spectrum at a similar y-ray energy should
show a roughly similar shape, corresponding to the low-lying
single particle sd-strength distribution in 13N, as appears
to be the case (Fig, 13). Simple considerations lead one to
expect a giant El resonance built on every excited state,
with a strength in (p,y) related to the stripping spectro
scopic factor connecting the target and the excited (final)
state (in the DSD model, such a spectroscopic factor enters
explicitly). For example, the magnitudes of the 11B(p,y)
and 12 C(p,y) reactions for similar y-ray energy should be
equal if ono. sums over final states which contain the same
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-ingle-particle stripping strength.
Weak-coupling arguments would say that the expected
GDR energy is just the ground-state GDR energy plus- the
'excitation energy of the final state, o r Ex - .19 + 23 = ^2
MeV (Ep = 20 MeV) for the 11B(d,y) example above, as appears
to be the case experimentally. 34 Thus it is quite possible
that one is seeing "2ftw giant resonances"; i.e., lh>i giant
El resonances built on the Iftw final states. However, it
might be possible that a simple direct capture mechanism
could explain the results.
For final states below 10 MeV
in 12C, "giant" resonances are observed in the llB{p,v) r e 
a c t i o n , ^ with properties in rough accord with the above
discussion.
IX.

DECAY OF HIGH SPIN PARTICLE-HOLE STATES

Narrow "stretched" high spin particle hole states are
found in nuclei from l2C to 20°Pb and have been studied in
high energy electron, proton, and pion scattering and in
some cases in direct transfer reactions.
The lowest T * 1
levels of this sort such as Cd.5/ 2 aP3/2-1
) in 12C and
160 (refs. 36,37) and C f 7 / 2 ^ 5 / 2 ~ K 6 ' l ) in 2l+Mg and 28Si
(see ref. 38) are believed to oe predominantly 1 particle1 hole states, which is part of the reason why they are so
interesting.
In ^ 0 , for example, the 4~,1 state at 18.98
MeV has nearly all of the expected (d,t) pickup strength, "*g
and has ^1/2 of the MU "single particle" inelastic electron
scattering strength.38 The excitation of these levels is
the subject of a separate paper by Lindgren at this con f e r 
ence— what I'd.like to do here is to briefly discuss the
Y-decay of these states, which can provide valuable structure
Information complementary to the excitation experiments.
Figure 14 shows some old Oxford data4 ® for the
15N(p»Yi 2 ) l60 reaction populating the 0+ , 3~ doublet at
6.1 MeV. Of particular interest are the resonances at
£x a 18 and 19 MeV) which correspond to the y-decays of
the 3~, T = 1 (18.03 MeV) and 4 “, 1 (18.98 MeV) levels,
respectively, to the 3“, 0 (6.13 MeV) level. These ass i g n 
ments are based primarily on recent Seattle m e a s u r e m e n t s ^
of l5N(p,Y! 2 )> Cp*ocj_y) and (p,pi 2 3Y) which show agreement
in excitation energy and in the dominant particle decaychannel with the Heidelberg data.1*2 The angular distributions
for these resonances are consistent with pure M.l decay.40
Combining the resonance strengths of ref. 40 with the pq
branching ratios of ref. 42 (rp 0 /r = O'.41 jt. (0.10-0,20) and
0,12 £ 0.05 for the (3~,1) and (4~,1) levels, respectively)
gives rough decay strengths B(M1) ^ 0.1 W.U. and ^0.2 W . U , 43
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Figure 14, 90° yield
curve for the
N(p,yp)
and the 1 SN ( p ,Y i ,2 ^ 0
¥
reactions (from ref. 40). *

2

MMTOft CMMY

toV

(Mt'wwi)

for the (3~,1) -> (3~,0) and the ( 4 % ! ) •+■(3~,0) decays, r e 
spectively. The (4~,l)
(3",0) decay strength is in accord
with the' shell model value of 0.23 W.U. calculated 1*4 by J.
Millener (using a lftw basis), but is not accurate enough to
serve as a real test of the lp-lh purity of the (4“,1) level.
Such a test must await improved strength measurements which
are in progress at S e a t t l e . 1*1 The reasonably strong (3“,1)
(3",0) decay strength is also interesting since this level
is not particularly strong in p i c k u p , 59 implying it should
be mostly 3p-3h.
As a final c o m m e n t , 1 would like to point out the one
other case where a Y-decay is known for a stretched high
spin particle-hole state.
In 2sSi the Cf 7 / 2 ^ 5 / 2 _ 1 3(6“*1)
level at 14.36 MeV has a Y-branch 45 of 100% to the (6~,0)
"antianalog" state at 11.58 MeV, with B(M1) = 0.7 ± 0.15
W.U. (assuming Pp >> F^). This is considerably weaker than
the calculated41* analog-antianalog decay strength of 8 W.U.
for pure Cf?/ 2 »^ 5 / 2~
6“) configurations, perhaps due to
fragmentation of the antianal.og configuration.
Clearly the decay spectroscopy of these stretched
particle-hole states is still in its infancy, and should
lead in the future to a great deal of useful information
regarding the structure of these unusual states.
X.

CONCLUSIONS

I
hope 1 leave you with the impression that there is a
lot of new and exciting work going, on in radiative capture
studies. Besides the new directions that I've indicated in
my discussion above, I would like to comment specifically on
2 additional areas that one should wat<?h for fu sure develop
ments. One, which I ’
ve barely mentioned at all (since this
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was by design mainly an experimental talk) is the theoretical
development of radiative capture calculations.
In particular
one may hope that the work of Dietrich and Kerman1*6 will lea*'
to a predictive capture theory. The value o f such a theory
is obvious when one recalls the wide variety of experimental
data on E1-E2 interference effects in (p,y) and (n,y) which
I've hardly touched upon, which might be understood with an
improved theory.
The second area is the field of polarized
proton capture, where essentially all experiments to date
of which I ’
m aware have been limited by source intensity.
The new generation of high intensity polarized negative
hydrogen ion sources will permit qualitative advances in
(p.y) studies in the resonance region.
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